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The CR 914 Cup

by Dick Martin, Jean Malthaner, and Dick Huntington

ne Sunday evening this July at the San Diego Yacht Club, Chuck May (CR
914 #1267, Sagacious) asked Jean Malthaner if the class could use a minia-
ture sterling silver replica of the America’s Cup, which Dr. May had pur-

chased in Auckland several years ago, as some sort of perpetual trophy for the class
or the local fleet. The following day Jean contacted the class secretary, and in less
than two weeks plans for a national championship perpetual trophy had been agreed
upon. The design and construction of the new CR 914 Cup (officially titled in the
Deed of Gift the “CR 914 National Champion Perpetual Trophy”) and its shipping
case were completed by Dick Huntington and Jean during August, and the Cup will
be presented for the first time to all previous champions in attendance at the Nation-
als in Connecticut this month, and a day or two later to the 2007 winner.

The ‘New Mug’
The CR 914 Cup, which with its walnut

base stands a little over one foot tall, be-
comes an instant class tradition, bearing sil-
ver plaques engraved with the years, ven-
ues and winners of all 12 of our national
championships since the very first one was
held in Minneapolis back in 1995, in addi-
tion to blank plaques for future winners.
After the awards ceremony at Nationals
each year the Cup will be shipped back to
San Diego where it will be engraved with
the new champion’s name. It then will be
prominently displayed in a trophy case at
the San Diego Yacht Club, along with mod-
els and memorabilia of America’s Cups won
by SDYC and Dennis Connor. Each past
champion, as well as all future winners, will
receive an 8 by 10 inch print of a photo-
graph of the trophy and the plaque on which
his/her name is engraved. The class is deeply
indebted to Dr. May, the members of the
San Diego CR 914 Model Yacht Fleet, and
the San Diego Yacht Club for this generous
gift.

Comparisons – and scale size
The ‘Auld Mug,’ as the America’s Cup

is nicknamed (originally it was called the
100 Guinea Cup) was made from 134
ounces of a silver-plated alloy similar to
pewter  and cost about £100 (around $202
at today’s exchange rate, substantially less
than our New Mug). It stands 26-5/8 inches
tall (source: www.americaone.org/cup/
aboutac.html#trivia). Although that height
is about three times the size of the CR 914
Cup, when one corrects the sizes of the two

The CR 914 Cup

photo credit: Dick Huntington

The ‘big’ America’s Cup and friends –
Ernesto Bertarelli hoists the Auld Mug at
the 2007 awards ceremony in Valencia.
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The CR 914 “National Champion” perpetual
trophy is hereby presented to the CR 914 Class
by Dr. Charles May and the San Diego Yacht
Club CR 914 Model Yacht Racing Fleet. This
cup is a scaled replica of the Americas Cup
won by Dennis Connor of the San Diego Yacht
Club in 1980, 1987 and 1988 and we feel is
deemed appropriate for the “Cup Racer”
National Champion.

The trophy shall be engraved, including the
past winners and venues,  beginning with the
first National Championship in 1995. The cup
shall be presented to the annual Regatta
winner by the class secretary or the Regatta
Chairman at the awards presentation for photo
documentation and then returned to the San
Diego Yacht Club for engraving and display
until the next awards presentation or cessation
of the National Championships.

Added engravings, for subsequent years, shall
be of identical format on the removable
plaques for conformity and ease of engraving.
Plaque expansion area shall be provided by a
trophy base modification or addition if
required.

Deed of Gift

Dr. Charles Harrison May Richard Huntington
San Diego Yacht Club CR 914 Fleet Captain

Deeded on this  eighth day of August, 2007 at the San
Diego Yacht Club, San Diego, California.

Ideas to increase participation

I just read the recent issue of the CRonicle and the
article about increasing participation in the class and at
events. (Thanks for the plug about the America’s Cup by the
way!) The following are some ideas that I hope will help.

Publish a how to run regattas piece in the CRonicle with a
checklist of the basic items that make an event a success —
and solicit others to contribute ideas that have worked for
them.

Make all but the very largest of regattas one day events —
time is the biggest obstacle for all sailing these days.
One day allows people to still have time to get other
things done on weekends. Obviously Saturdays are the best
so that Sunday can be used as a make up day in case of bad
weather.

Make it about more than just the sailing. Ramp up the
social aspect of the events. Sailing is social — the better
the venue, the more social activities that can be done
after the sailing, and the more family and friends and even
kids can be included the better.

Make it easier for new sailors to sign up without any
hurdles. This may be a sticky one but don’t require
membership in the Class or AMYA or even sail numbers before
the event. Allow people to join when they show up and have
a pen and number stencils available at the event for sail
numbers so all people have to do is show up.

Promote the boat shipping options that Dave Ramos has
available. A lot of people might travel to away events if

trophies for the lengths of the two boats
involved (three feet vs. about 75 feet
for the 1992-vintage International
America’s Cup Class boats after which
the CR 914 was patterned) the CR 914
Cup dwarfs the America’s Cup the way
it towered over Jean and Dick who
posed with it in front of the San Diego
Yacht Club last month. 
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boat transport was made easier. When we flew to Florida for
the CR 914 Midwinters last year we used Dave’s shipping box
and checked the boats. It worked great.

Have extra boats on hand at events that guests can charter
(possibly on loan from Dave?) and invite sailors to ‘bring
a friend.’ If they like it Dave will certainly benefit from
more sales, so he may want to supply the boats.

Run regattas in conjunction with other big events such as
another regatta or boat show. The best way to promote the
boats and the class to more sailors is to bring the boats
to events where there are already sailors so they can try
them out.

Promote well known sailors within the Class who have 914s.
Chris Larson, Harry Dunning, Ian Gordon, Andrew Scott, Tom
Weaver, Gavin Brady, and I have all done America’s Cup
campaigns and I am sure there are many others. It would be
cool for 914 owners and potential owners to identify with
that.

Tucker Thompson, Arnold, MD
CR 914 #1270, www.t2p.tv

T2Productions — (410) 353-3332

CR 914 travel/shipping box
You can purchase a box like the one
Tucker uses, for $38 plus shipping from
Chesapeake Performance Models, or
you can build one yourself (see the CPM
website at www.rcyachts.com/Travel
shippingbox.htm). The exterior of the box
is a 51" x 19" x 9" double-walled tele-
scoping heavy-duty cardboard carton. In-
side are mounted a variety of custom-
fitted cardboard cradles, gussets and
foam blocks, which hold the hull, keel,
rudder, spars with sails attached, and
even the boat stand and radio. This is
also a good way to ship your boat should
you someday have to sell it to a new
owner.

Editor’s notes: Tucker offers a
number of good suggestions for regatta
organizers and regatta goers as well.

Since several of his ideas mentioned
Dave Ramos, I invited Dave for his
comments. Here they are:

I like the ideas Tucker
posted. Concerning loaner
boats, I have been doing this
for over five years at regattas
like the Larchmont Invi-
tational, Cow Pond regatta, the
Bear Pond regatta and others.

This year’s Nationals will
be the first time I provide a
loaner to an owner coming from

www.rcyachts.com

Dave Ramos
227 Main Street

Stevensville, MD 21666
(410) 604-3907

Texas. I have done a number of
promotional regattas to
promote interest and generate
sales as well.

This has worked great and I
am always happy to provide this
service.

It is a little bit dicey at
some of the larger regattas
and I require the skipper to
own a registered 914 before I
will entertain loaning them a
boat. I am always careful not
to upset the local skippers.

this is a test
To expand on Dave’s last paragraph,

there appears to be a strong consensus
of opinion among CR 914 owners to
discourage participation in our national
championship regatta by so-called ‘rock
star’ sailors whose only motive is to add
another class championship to their col-
lections and who have no interest in
supporting or promoting the CR 914
class.

A CRonicle ‘How to’ article aimed
at regatta ‘providers’ is long overdue.
Until I can recruit an author, interested
914ers may want to read the special
“Running Regattas” issue (134) of
Model Yachting (Winter, 2004), includ-
ing an article I was invited to write for
that issue entitled “Promoting Your Re-
gatta: Hosting a regatta is not a Field of

Dreams–only if you hype it hard enough
will they come.” Regatta ‘consumers’
will  find several useful articles, includ-
ing a couple about boat transport, in the
2005 Annual Regatta issue (46) of the
CRonicle, which you can download
from the class website.

Sadly, Tucker’s was the only re-
sponse that the appeal for your help in
my “State of the Class” article in
CRonicle 55 has elicited thus far. The
class Advisory Committee and I still
solicit your ideas about stimulating the
growth and vitality of our class organi-
zation. And Tucker’s thoughts about
promoting increased participation in
regattas open up a new field that you
can contribute to as well. If you are in
the substantial majority of 914ers who
have yet to attend their first out-of-town
regatta, tell our current regatta provid-
ers what it will take to get you to travel
to their events! 

Winder One-derland
Among the current editor’s favorite fea-
tures in Chuck Winder’s CR 914 NEWS
were his many one-liner jokes. Here is
one he submitted recently:

The cost of living hasn’t
affected its popularity.
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hen the wind is not perpendicular to a starting on the lifted tack at the gun at the favored end (we’ll call that
boat ‘F,’ for ‘Favored,’ from now on), and tacks perfectly in
phase with every shift, will get to the windward mark ahead
of a boat that starts equally perfectly at the unfavored end
only if the last shift before the boats reach the mark happens

to go F’s way. And, given the chaotic
behavior of shifting winds 1 ,  the
chance of that happening is just about
50%. So, although it may seem
counter-intuitive, unless you are clair-
voyant and can predict which side the
final shift before you reach the mark
will come from — and pick that end
of the starting line, not the conven-
tional ‘favored end’ — you may as
well flip a coin to decide where to
start.

Figure 1 proves my point. An oscillating wind is shifting
back and forth over a range of 30°; thus the boats, both of
which tack the very instant the wind shifts, initially travel
upwind with a tacking angle of 60° instead of the normal
90°. Boat F, shown in gray, starts on the lifted tack at the
conventional favored end, on the left in Figure 1A and on

The Favored End Fallacy

Tuning the Nut on the end of the Joysticks
by Dick Martin

In a perfectly oscillating wind, two boats start and sail perfectly
to the windward mark. In both cases the white boat, which
benefits from the final wind shift, gets there first, even though
she started at the ‘unfavored’ end of the starting line.

line with good speed and clear
air; the rest will wallow in their
exhaust and may never recover.
And it is very important to start
on, or at least quickly tack onto,
the favored tack (the tack that is
lifted at the time and/or points
you closer to the windward
mark). When a wind shift causes
the left end to be favored, a boat
that ‘wins’ the extreme port end
of the line likely will be forced
to sail on the headed starboard
tack, out of phase with that shift,
until all the boats behind her have
tacked. In an oscillating breeze,
when she finally can tack she
soon may find herself again
headed when the next shift goes
to the right.

If the wind is shifty — as it
always is where our little boats
race — there is a little-known ge-
ometry problem with the ‘favored
end’ as well. A boat that gets a
‘perfect start,’ that  is on the line

the right in Figure 1B. Her rival
shown in white (let’s call her ‘L’
for ‘Lucky,’ which she is since
the last shift goes her way in both
scenarios) starts at the ‘wrong’
end both times. Boat F eventu-
ally bumps into the layline in
each case and has to tack out of
phase at an angle of 90°, arriv-
ing at the windward mark after L.

Figure 2 illustrates a slightly
different, even more interesting,
scenario. Here the race manager
has set multiple starting lines and
windward marks so that, al-
though the average wind direc-
tion for the day is due north, i.e.,

Fig. 1
A B

1. I refer to “chaotic” here in the
mathematical sense of the term:
“aperiodic deterministic behavior
that is sensitive to initial conditions.”
Understanding chaos probably
won’t help you predict wind shifts
more accurately, but it is a fas-
cinating subject in its own right. An
excellent book to start with is James
Gleick’s classic entitled Chaos .

a boat at that end of the line or gate will be upwind from one
at the other end and will thus begin the windward leg with a
lead. Thus, the favored—upwind—
end is the place to start, right? Wrong.

Quite infrequently that simple geo-
metric truth does virtually mandate try-
ing to start near the favored end, for
example, when the right side of the
line is favored in a building seabreeze
that confidently can be expected to
shift further to the right during a long
beat to windward (in the northern
hemisphere). But CR 914s don’t see
many seabreezes and 2-mile windward
legs. And there are so many exceptions to the favored end
rule of thumb that it becomes nearly useless as a guide to
choosing where to start.

For example, only one or two boats that try to get the
‘perfect start’ at a heavily favored end like the above one at
the 2005 Nationals, can achieve the goal of getting off the

Wline or a leeward gate, the end over which the wind
is angling in is said to be the ‘favored end,’ because
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360°, the course can accommodate changes in wind direction. Recently the
wind shifted 20° to the right, so the course and starting line were changed.
However, the right end of the line is still slightly ‘favored’ (in the old sense,
which will prove to be statistically invalid in this case). So our hapless Boat
F starts at the right end, while L again picks the left. (Note that the left end
of the starting line is about two boat lengths upwind of a line perpendicular
to the average wind direction of 0°; that will become the key to the interpre-
tation of the surprising outcome of this windward leg.)

This time the wind completes only one cycle of oscillation, from 360°
before the course was changed, to 20°, then back to the left to 350°, and
then rightward to 360° where it used to be, and where it stays until the boats
reach the windward mark. Again, both boats sail perfectly. Notice that when
the wind shifts to 360° (point 3 in Figure 2) Boat L is about two lengths,
about half of a ladder rung2 on the diagram, upwind, and thus ahead, of F.
And, since the wind decides not to shift again until they reach the mark,
that lead remains constant and L rounds two lengths ahead of F.

In this scenario the final shift actually did go 10° to the right, toward F’s
side of the course but not far enough to give her the lead. It was the location
of the left-hand starting mark, upwind of the perpendicular to the direction
of the final shift, that put L ahead when the wind shifted back to 360°. And
here’s the kicker: it can be argued that unless the rightward wind shift that
made the officials change the course was caused by the behavior of a weather
system that altered the gradient wind direction, or the Coriolis effect on a
seabreeze,  the combined odds that the final shift would be either back to
the statistical mean or to the left of the mean were actually higher than
50%. Therefore, the left end of the line was actually the statistically fa-
vored end. 

A wind shift before this race caused the officials to
shift the course to the right, but the right end of the
line was still slightly favored. This time the final
wind shift, which arrives at position 3, favors neither
boat, but the white one that started on the seemingly
unfavored end of the line, again arrives at the
windward mark first, for reasons that are explained
in the text.

�
�

�

�

�

�

�

�
�

2. If you aren’t familiar with the ladder rung concept, see my Tuning the Nut column about
windshift geometry in CR 914 NEWS issue 44, p. 8 (in which you will discover that I promised
I would soon discuss the favored end fallacy, way back in 2004).

3. This discussion has completely omitted several other factors that help determine which
end (or the middle) of the line you should favor when deciding where to start, such as the
greater freedom you have to maneuver at the right-hand end (as long as it isn’t too crowded
and you aren’t caught barging) and the advantages of being on the right-hand side of the
fleet up the windward leg and approaching the mark. As I emphasized in the Nut column in
CRonicle 55 (“The Right Stuff”).

Fig. 2

�

ACCORDING TO STUART ALEXANDER OF The Independent, the
budget for an America’s Cup campaign is around
$120,000,000. And spread over the 54 races that a challenger
could have sailed in the Louis Vuitton and America’s Cup
series this year, that comes to $2,200,000 per race. At ap-
proximately 90 minutes per race, that’s $24,444 per minute
of yacht racing fun.

Compare that to the average CR 914 campaign. Capital
investment of, say, $800. Travel, meals and lodging budget

Bang for the Buck
by Dick Martin

(to and from the local pond, plus two out-of town regattas),
around $500. At 15 heats per local race day, and 15 race
days per year, plus 25 races per regatta, that’s 275 races per
year (and, at 12 minutes per race, 3,300 racing minutes per
year). Works out to $4.75 per race, and 39 cents per minute.

So, since an IACC boat is only 25 times bigger than a
CR 914, but enjoying it costs 62,700 times as much per
minute, a 914er has 2,500 times as much fun per dollar sail-
ing as Larry Ellison has! 

Follow in my wake
there’s more fun than just the sailing

photo credit: Carole Martin
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Who has right of way?

photo credit: Elaine Huntington

photo credit: Elaine Huntington

Hey, that’s our finish line!

If you like racing sailboats for the
tactical challenges and excitement, it’s
hard to get more racing in than the San

Diego CR 914 fleet does. In 2007, if
you showed up for every CR 914 event,
you would race 288 times! 

IT SEEMS THAT WEIRD THINGS HAP-
PEN when the San Diego CR 914
Fleet races. The latest one occurred
during our July 4 regatta held just
off the San Diego Yacht Club guest
dock.  Having already completed
several uneventful races, the CR
914s were half way through another,
heading downwind, when a fleet of
‘giant’ racing boats bore down on
our little boats. The Lehman 12 fleet,
as part of their race, were required
to sail through our racing area, touch
the guest dock, turn and then sail
back out through our fleet. They
were surprised to see us and we cer-
tainly did not know they were com-
ing. Neither the big boat skippers
nor the CR drivers were sure how
the racing rules covered these un-
usual crossing situations, but we all
did our best (successfully) to avoid
each other.

San Diego CR 914 Fleet
by Dick Huntington – #1330, Chaos
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Mid-Missouri Model
Sailing Club

by Tom Trabue – #729, Diversion

photo credit: Julia Robinson

COLUMBIA, M ISSOURI, SEPTEMBER  10, 2007 – “Ruth Starman, center, and Tom Trabue, right, laugh
yesterday as she takes an unexpected lead over Dick Martin, left, during a remote control sailboat
regatta at Boone Landing retirement center on Keene Street. Trabue and Martin, members of the
Mid-Missouri Model Sailing Club, showed seniors at Boone Landing how to pilot the boats.”
Reprinted, with permission, from the Columbia Daily Tribune.

It’s About More than Racing
Ruth Starman is a resident at Boone

Landing retirement center and this was
her first model sailboat race. On Sep-
tember 9, residents of Boone Landing
Retirement Center in Columbia, Mis-
souri piloted CR 914s provided by the
Mid-Missouri Model Sailing Club
(M3SC). For most of them this was a
new experience – for others a rekindling
of an earlier time with friends and fam-
ily. This was the case for Ruth who re-
called a Sunfish she sailed many years
ago in New England. Several residents
took the controls and were immediately
hooked.

As we put our 2007 racing sched-
ule together M3SC members identified
the following priorities:

� Let’s have fun
� We like spectators
� Find new racing venues

At Boone Landing retirement cen-
ter we captured all of those goals. They
have a beautiful facility that includes
an aerated pond that is magically the
perfect size for model sailboating. The
activities director for the Center, Jamie
McDonald, was excited to have a
unique activity for the residents and

coupled the sailing event with ice cream
on the back porch. (She was right – ice
cream brings out the crowds). We had
dozens of curious spectators and many
who enjoyed our boats.

As a result of this successful event
the pond at the retirement center is now
available to our club anytime the wind
is predicted to be favorable. Another
side benefit that M3SC had neglected
to consider was the positive effect on
public relations. Two news articles and
pictures in our local newspapers fea-

tured our sport and the fun had by all.
Based on our experience with this

event we would recommend strongly
that sailing clubs reach out into the com-
munity. These events do not replace the
competitive racing that we all enjoy, but
it is quite rewarding to bring a smile to
a child’s face, or to allow a senior to
relive an experience from the past. Sail-
ing at Boone Landing retirement cen-
ter will definitely be on our 2008 rac-
ing schedule. If you are in the area
please join us. 

2007 Blue Crab Opening Day
Blue Crab Model Yacht Club, Gaithersburg, Maryland

photo borrowed from BCMYC website:
www.bcmyc.com

Blue Ridge Sailing Club picnic
Blue Ridge Sailing Club, Lake Monocan, Virginia

photo borrowed from BRSC website:
www.stoneycreekwtg.org/sailing_club.html
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THE BOATYARD
         The Malthaner Servo Board      by Dick Martin

THE NEW HIGH-TORQUE Hitec digital sail
servo and the modification of the servo
board that is required to accomodate it,
described in Jean Malthaner’s article in
the RadioActivity column in CRonicle
55, generated a number of inquiries, in
response to which Jean sent us his de-
tailed plan for the board and some bet-
ter photos of his system. KIT

SERVO
BOARD

NEW SERVO BOARD
 W/SPEKTRUM Rx
S.O. SWITCH AND

SMALL HI TORQUE
SAIL SERVO

Top view

Starboard side view

Table 1 compares Hitec’s quoted
specifications for the new Hitec HSC-
5998TG sail servo, the standard HS-
755HB sail servo currently furnished in
the CR 914 kit and the HS-700BB that
powers many boats that were built sev-
eral years ago. Torque, speed and cur-
rent data are given only for a 6.0v (5
AA-NiMH batteries) power source,
since it would be foolish to use a 4-cell
(4.8v) battery if one wants to maximize
torque, and 6 volts generates about 25%
more torque than 4.8 volts.

Concerns about the high current
draw quoted in Hitec’s HSC-5998TG
spec sheet prompted some measure-
ments of actual current drawn by a

current draw 3

Hitec model torque1 speed2 idling stalled weight4

HSC-5998TG 250 .19 240 3,000 2.18

HS-755HB 183 .23 250 1,800 3.88

HS-700BB 161 .19 – – 3.68

1. torque: oz. in. @ 6.0 v
2. speed: sec./60° rotation
3. current: mA
4. weight: ounces

Table 1.  Hitec sail servo specifications
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Hitec model idling stalled static loads

HSC-5998TG 90 2,000 090 400

HS-755HB 90 1,600

HS-700BB 90 1,300 190 250

HSC-5998TG compared to the stock kit
servos. The measurements shown in
Table 2 were made with a digital multi-
meter in the Midwest Branch of the CR
914 Laboratories. Each servo was con-
nected to a Spektrum AR6000 receiver
powered by a fully-charged 5-cell AA
NiMH battery (the potential recorded
across the pins of the receiver with the
servo idling was about 6.5v., decreas-
ing to 4.7-5.3v. during stalls). No rud-
der servo was connected, to limit the
measurements to only the current used
by the sail servo plus receiver. Servos,
with the kit sail servo arm attached,
were mounted in a vise, the edge of
which stopped the arm from rotating
during the stall tests. For the static load
measurements a string tied to the end
of the arm supported weights of 8 and
10.5 oz. (the CR 914 Lab technician re-
turned the HS-755 servo that he had
borrowed to test before he had dreamed
up the static load test; thus those data
are missing from Table 2).

These measurements differ quite a

Table 2.  Current measurements (mA)

bit from Hitec’s specs, probably be-
cause of differences in the conditions
under which tests were made, but the
CR 914 Lab results would appear to
more accurately reflect the conditions
that occur in ‘real life’ while sailing our
boats. And these results suggest that
over the course of a day’s racing cur-
rent consumption by the HSC-5998TG
may not prove to be much higher than
that of the HS-755HB and HS-700BB:
their idle currents prove to be essentially
identical: servo stalling when it does oc-
cur in real life generally does not last
very long; and the higher current con-
sumption of the 5998 under heavy load-
ing may be offset by the fact that when
working against a moderate load it

draws no more current than when it is
idling, while the less powerful HS-
700BB draws about twice its idling cur-
rent with the same moderate load, as
shown in Table 2.

So far none of the 914ers who are
using digital servos such as the HSC-
5998 and its predecessor, the 5995, have
reported any actual battery-life data.
However, on her maiden voyage racing
with a 5998 servo in fairly light air,
Mariah depleted her 2700 mAh 5-cell
battery pack by only 700 mAh in 2.8
hours, an average of 250 mAh per hour,
suggesting that, in light air at least, she’d
be able to race for at least 10 hours be-
fore her battery would be in danger of
giving out. 

Bow bumper adhesion
by Dick Martin

THIS IS MY THIRD ARTICLE in less than
three years describing attempts to find
an ideal way to get rubber bow bumpers
to adhere tightly and permanently to the
CR 914 bows to which they must be
attached in order to enter most regat-
tas. And it promises to be the last one
that we will need. Ever. I hope.

The silicone sealant that bonded
well to second-generation (molded sili-
cone) bumpers did not always prove to
adhere very well to third-generation
rubber bumpers that replaced the sili-
cone ones, which had proved to frac-
ture too easily in collisions. CA gluing
Dacron sail repair tape to MEK-treated
rubber bumpers, which I touted in 2005,
proved not to work consistently, nor did
the 3M mounting tape that Andrew
Schmidt had discovered and which I
reported in these pages last winter.

Recently I tumbled to the fact that
CA adheres well to old rubber bumpers,
but not to new ones. Brand-new 914er

and chemist Fred Hawthorne (#1360,
Turn Around) suggested that some
chemical change may occur in the rub-
ber, e.g., oxidation, which would make
things like 3M tape and CA glue ad-
here well only after bumpers ‘age’ for
awhile. To test that oxidation hypoth-
esis, I pretreated a bumper by soaking
it in hydrogen peroxide for several
hours. That didn’t work. But a two-hour
soaking in Clorox diluted with water
(suggested by my wife, who nearly
flunked chemistry) did the trick! It made
the surface of the rubber feel very
slightly tacky but did not damage it. And
CA now bonded the rubber to ABS te-
naciously, apparently as a result of
hyroxylation of the surface of the rub-
ber which lets the stands of polymer-
ized CA get a better grip on it.

If you go this CA route, I recom-
mend taping the bottom half of the
bumper in place and applying “thin” CA
(not the “superthin” CA that comes in

the CR 914 kit) to the upper half of the
bumper with a toothpick. ‘Tape-clamp’
the bumper in place until it hardens,
then turn the hull over and CA the lower
half the same way. You’ll mess it up if
you try to hold the bumper in place with
your fingers while you glue it.

Another, simpler and I think better,
solution has been discovered by Dave
Ramos: Gorilla Glue. Made of pure
polyurethane, this stuff, though some-
what messy, also bonds tenaciously to
rubber bumpers (new or old—I have
tested both). It’s much easier to work
with than CA because it doesn’t begin
to set up immediately. Apply it with a
rubber-gloved finger to the bumper, wet
the bow according to the Gorilla Glue
instructions, and ‘tape clamp’ it to the
bow with masking tape overnight. Use
very sparingly, though; any excess will
ooze, as a tan foam, out around the
edges, and it’s impossible to remove
neatly once it hardens. 

more BOATYARD
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  still more BOATYARD
Keel fin cracks

by Chuck Winder

REDD’S BOAT WAS BUILT IN 1997,  has
been used long and hard, and may have
logged more hours than any other boat
in the fleet. For quite a while I had no-
ticed a small surface crack in the keel
fin about 1/2" from the hull, running
diagonally about 40 degrees from hori-
zontal and extending about two-thirds
of the fin chord, approximally centered
between the front and back of the fin.
Because it looked superficial, I paid no
attention to it. Then this summer Redd’s
Boat T-boned a boat that was doing a
penalty turn. Redd’s Boat stopped but
the keel kept going and now lies on the
bottom of Redd’s Pond.

Discoloration of the plastic near the
keel post, which doesn’t show up well
in the photo, indicates that water had
been seeping into the crack and that it
was much deeper than I had suspected.
This is the only instance of a keel frac-
ture that I have heard of, and Dave

Ramos says this problem is very rare.
Take a look at your keel. If you spot

a crack in the fin, Dave advises putting
a drop of CA glue in it, but because of
the extreme rarity of this problem no
other action is necessary. 

Pedestal prophylaxis
by Dick Martin

AS YOU CAN SEE from a close inspec-
tion of Mariah’s steering pedestals in
the adjacent photo, both of them have
broken and been repaired multiple
times, occasionally from ‘colliding’
with her hatch cover when her clumsy
driver removed it too fast, but usually
in T-bone collisions with other boats.
When the colliding bow rams a heeling
boat the leeward pedestal is a very vul-
nerable target. (Full disclosure: stop and
think about the situation. When a boat
is heeling to port she has starboard tack
right-of-way when her port pedestal
breaks in a collision. And vice-versa.
Now notice that Mariah’s  starboard
pedestal has broken and been fixed and
reinforced the most. Hmmm.)

I have always been obsessed with
preventing sheets and other strings from
snagging on such things as cleats and
winches. I never install the cleat that
mounts on the cockpit floor to dead-end
the common sheet, for example. In-
stead, I used to run the end of the com-
mon sheet through a small hole in the
port steering pedestal and adjust it with
a bowsie. Not any more. At the Mid-
winters this year Mariah was T-boned

on one of those rare occasions when she
was on starboard tack, splitting the ped-
estal off through the hole for the com-
mon sheet, releasing the sheet, and cre-
ating a DNF and points for redress. The
damage from all Mariah’s  other pedes-
tal fractures had been only cosmetic,
although the repeated CA glue jobs
were a pain in the neck. But after this
one cost me some points as well, I de-
cided to take more aggressive action,

as you can see from the newly-installed
braces in the photo. (In addition, of
course, I moved the lead for the com-
mon sheet to the cockpit floor where I
should have put it in the first place).

From now on when Mariah gets T-
boned, although a steering wheel prob-
ably will break, it is less likely that I
will have to yet again reglue and rein-
force another broken pedestal. 
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RADIO (hyper)ACTIVITY
Spektrum DX6 charger polarity

by Brian Jobson – #867, Flying Tiger

RECENTLY I PULLED MY Spek-
trum DX6 transmitter apart to
replace the first of the two an-
tennas I have broken so far.
While I was inside the box I in-
vestigated the unusual polarity
of the wiring in the DX6. And I
discovered that the polarity is
only backwards for the charg-
ing jack.

I have a number of chargers
for both Hitec and Futaba trans-
mitters as well as my Spektrum.
I have most of my chargers on a
gang plug used for computers.
Having to make sure I charge
only the Spektrum with the
Spektrum charger is a bother.

So while I was there with
the case of the transmitter open

this is a test
I simply swapped the two contacts on
the charging plug. Then I unplugged the
Spektrum charger and cut the wires to
the charging plug. I then reversed the
wires, soldered them back together, and
used shrink tubing to cover both con-
nections, as well as a larger diameter
shrink tube to cover the entire cable
where the splices had been made.

All of my chargers now will charge
any of my tranmitters without worry.
Total time to complete: 15 minutes. 
Editor’s note: Why didn’t I think of this?
Instead, I built several polarity-switching
connecting cables to use with my other
chargers, and put big red labels on every
transmitter charger cable reminding me
to  use a polarity switcher before connect-
ing it to my DX6.

In contrast to the voltage regulator sub-
stitution described on the next page, the
rewiring task described by Brian requires
only an understanding of soldering fun-
damentals. I plan to do it as soon as I get
this CRonicle published and mailed! �

positive wire

negative wire

charge jack

The innards of the DX6, showing the charge jack and
its wiring with the original factory (reversed polarity)
configuration.

We have liftoff!
With a 10X zoom lens, a tripod, and the continuous mode of a Nikon Coolpix 8800 camera that shoots five consecutive 8-megapixel
exposures at 2.3 frames per second, on our 141st attempt on a breezy afternoon in September we finally captured in a still photograph
one of those elusive moments when a CR 914 literally leaps out of the water while rounding up from a planing broad reach. Yeeehaw!!!

photo credit: Carole Martin
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Spektrum receiver antenna orientation
by Chuck Winder

WHEN  INSTALLING THE SPEKTRUM RE-
CEIVER  in the boat, it is difficult to as-
sure that the antennas are oriented at
the recommended 90 degrees. The thin
antenna wires are too easily bent. A
simple and inexpensive solution is

shown in the photos. The plastic tubing
is flexible enough to be bent during in-
stallation into the boat but will spring

Figure 1.  Flexible plastic tubes maintain
90 degree orientation

Figure 2.  Half of each tube is cut away
so they can be taped to receiver

back at 90 degrees after being installed.
Figure 2 shows that about half of the
tube is cut away at one end. The an-
tenna wire is slipped into the tube which
is then taped to the receiver.

Dubro, a supplier of model acces-
sories, markets 12" long antenna tubes
suitable for this application. Local
model shops should have this product.
There are several attractive colors ☺.
Tower Hobbies carries them too
(www2.towerhobbies.com/cgi-bin/
wti0001p?&I=LXMCX6&P=M ,  or
800-637-6050). 

FUTABA HAS INTRODUCED its new line of
2.4 GHz radio control systems. The
Futaba  “6EX 2.4GHz” 6-channel sys-
tem appears to be similar to the
Spektrum DX6 and DX7 systems that
some 914ers have been using since
2006. It has a street price of around

More 2.4 GHz radios
by Chuck Winder

$220, about $20 more than the
Spektrum DX6. You can read Futaba’s
hype for their 2.4 GHz radios includ-
ing the 6EX2.4GHz at http://2.4giga
hertz.com. We have no word about
when Hitec and other companies may
announce their 2.4 GHz systems. 

DAVE RAMOS REPORTS that a modifica-
tion of the voltage regulator in the DX6
transmitter can more than double its run
time. The total cost if you do it yourself
is only $16, but it is not a job for some-
one who has weak soldering skills. You
can read all about it on a thoroughly il-
lustrated webpage at http://dimension

Imcreasing Spektrum DX6 runtime

engineering.com/appnotes/spektrum
_mod/spektrum_mod.htm.

According to that webpage (posted
by the company that makes the replace-
ment voltage regulator) using the 600
mAh NiCad battery furnished with the
DX6 this modification increases its
runtime from 2 hours, 19 minutes to 5

hours, 33 minutes. Note, however, that
leaving the DX6 circuitry alone and
simply switching to a 2500 mAh NiMH
battery will increase the runtime to
about nine hours, at a cost of about $36
(see CRonicle 51, p15). 

more RADIO ACTIVITY, too
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need to try to de-
vise a splint that
will allow the
hinge to pivot.)

Just in case, I
now carry a re-

Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5

THE BEAT GOES ON. Brian Jobson reports
that he has broken two DX6 antennas
so far, and I wonder if anyone still has
an intact one. I thought I had invented
a good, simple, method of reinforcing
the fragile hinge, which I described in
CRonicle 52 a year ago, but it did not
prevent the fracture shown here.

In all fairness, I’m not sure that any-
thing would have helped that day at the
2006 Nationals when I was walking
close to the edge of a narrow dock car-
rying my boat and trying to avoid the
914ers who were hurrying the other
way to launch their boats before the
next heat. I tripped over a cleat on the
dock, somehow managing to throw
Mariah out toward the water as I fell
flat on my face (transmitter hanging
around my neck—it ended up under my
chest). Amazingly, my boat emerged un-
scathed, and I came out of the crash
with only a badly bruised shoulder (and
ego). Even more amazingly, the radio
still worked. The antenna wire had not
broken, and it was easy to simply tape
the antenna back together in time for
my next heat. Although I, and lots of
others, gripe about the design of the
hinge in the  DX6 antenna, the guts of
the transmitter must be pretty solidly
built to have withstood that trauma!

It  is easy to replace a broken an-
tenna yourself (even though Spektrum
requires you to send the transmitter to
them to be replaced if you don’t want
to void your warranty). Order a replace-
ment (E-flite EFLH1058) for $9.99
from www.horizonhobby.com/Prod-
ucts/Default.aspx?ProdID=EFLH
1058. Open the transmitter case (there
are six machine screws to remove). The
antenna wire attaches with a snap to a
circuit board as shown in Photo 1. De-
tach it; then detach the broken antenna
by removing the screw at the end of
bottom of the antenna as shown in
Photo 2. Pull off/out an odd-shaped
lock-washer, replace the old antenna
with your new one, and reverse the
steps to install it.

I strongly recommend building

Spektrum transmitter antenna fractures
by Dick Martin

still more
some sort of rein-
forcement for the
hinge in your an-
tenna. Perhaps
along the lines of
the vinyl tubing de-
vice described on page 12 of CRonicle
52 last year. Since that slightly flexible
splint didn’t prevent my SDYC fracture,
however, my replacement antenna now
sports a second-generation splint, which
contains a short length of brass tubing
that fits tightly inside the smaller vinyl
tube directly over the antenna hinge, as
shown in Photo 3. Photo 4 shows the
‘Mariah Splint’ in place on my trans-
mitter. (Not so incidentally, in a year
and a half I have never needed to orient
the DX6 antenna vertically in order to
maintain radio control, and on the one,
10-second-long, occasion when Mariah
failed to respond to her transmitter last
year in San Diego, positioning the an-
tenna vertically failed to let me regain
control. So I do not think there is any

placement antenna in my tool box. It is
my old, broken one, repaired with an-
other short length of that same brass
tubing (from the local hardware store,
K&S Engineering 13/32 x .014 round
brass tube), epoxyed directly over the
old, epoxy-glued hinge (see Photo 5).

Oh, by the way, the brass tubing, as
long as you keep it short and don’t ex-
tend it up over the flexible ‘business
end’ of the antenna, does not reduce the
range of the transmitter—it actually in-
creased my range about 10%. 
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YOU MAY HAVE NOTICED A NEW DESIGN

on the return address of this issue and

Class logos
by Dick Martin

numbers that are currently being as-
signed (we will hit 1500 next year), was
chosen to represent the year the first CR
914 national championship was held,
as close as one can come to defining
the year that the class was founded in
the United States.

on the masthead on page 2. For a long
time the class has had only two unique
graphics available for use on trophies,
clothing, etc., our CR sail emblem and
a line drawing of the CR 914. Now we
have a third one. The boat on the new
logo was ‘painted’ from a photograph
using the ‘Cutout’ artistic filter in
Photoshop. The fictitious sail number
1995, not too far removed from sail

From the original .PSD file of this
logo I can make high-quality grayscale
and color TIFF and JPEG files of any
size/resolution you may need. To com-
memorate events like your local regatta

and decorate your memorabilia, for ex-
ample, I can replace “inCRedible” with
other words, such as “2008 Nationals”
or “Metropolitan MYC.”

Fairly high-resolution files of the
old CR 914 line drawing and sail em-
blem are also available (unfortunately,
they exist only as raster/bitmap versions
rather than the vector graphics that some
engraving and graphic shops require).
Let me know what you need; chances
are I can supply it. 

Midwinter Regatta
January 26-27
Tiger Tail Lake

Dania Beach, FL
www.m3sc.org/midwinters

CR 914 Spring Invitational
April 14-15

Plattwood Park
Deep River, CT

www.dpmyc.com/results.html

Sixth Annual Cow Pond Regatta
April 21

Clovelly Farm
Chestertown, MD

www.cr914class.org/regatta_cowpond.php

Corte Madera Regatta
April 28

Mission Bay Model Yacht Basin
San Diego, CA

http://sdyc.org/raceinfo/modelyacht/
results/corteMadera_res.htm

Washington College Spring Regatta
May 19

Chestertown, MD
http://web.mac.com/geoffbecker/iWeb/

CR914Regatta/CR914Regatta.html

AMYA Region 4 Championship
October 6-7

Whiskey Island Marina/Wendy Park
Cleveland, OH

Andrew Schmidt - andrewschmidt@prodigy.net

CR 914 National Championship
October 14-15
Plattwood Park
Deep River, CT

  Chuck Luscomb - chuckluscomb@dpmyc.com

Columbia’s Cup Regatta
November 4
Lake Elsdon

Columbia, MO
Dick Martin - rhmartin@charter.net

www.m3sc.org/ccr/2007.htm

The Yacht Club’s Fall Regatta
November 4
Houston, TX

Walt Douglas - waltbdouglas@earthlink.net

CBMRA Invitational
November date t.b.a.

Annapolis, MD
Ernest Freeland - efreeland6@comcast.net

Not a single regatta has been added to this list since it was published in
the spring issue. When an event has already been held it’s name ap-
pears in gray and an URL, if any, indicates where to go to find a report

about it, usually with complete results and photos. For all other events, an
URL, if any, indicates where you can go to find hype about that regatta,
the Notice of Race, etc.

The Yacht Club’s Spring Regatta
June 6

Summerwood Lake
Houston, TX

AMYA Region 1 Championship
June 10

Redd’s Pond
Marblehead, MA

www.cr914class.org/regatta_
2007_region1_results.php

Cleveland Race Week Regatta
June 25

Edgewater Yacht Club
Cleveland, OH

Fourth of July Regatta
July 3

San Diego Yacht Club
San Diego, CA

New England Championship
September 23
Redd’s Pond

Marblehead, MA
www.cr914class.org/

regatta_ne_championship.php

Who’s Still Gotta Regatta
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Adam and Eve - a reprise
God created Man, and He called the Man Adam.

And God said unto Adam, “Adam, I have a task for
thee.”

And Adam replied, “Sure thing. What do You want
me to do?”

And God said, “Goeth thou down into that valley...”

And Adam said, “What’s a valley?”

And God explained it to him...

Then God said, “...then crosseth thee the river...”

And Adam said, “What’s a river?”

And God explained it to him...

Then God said, “...then goeth thou over to the hill...”

And Adam said, “What’s a hill?”

And God explained it to him...

Then God said, “...and on the other side of the hill
wilt thou find a cave.”

And Adam said, “What’s a cave?”

And God explained it to him...

Then God said, “In the cave, thou wilt find a
Woman.”

And Adam said, “What’s a Woman?”

And God explained it to him...

Then God said, “I want thee to reproduce.”

And Adam said, “How do I do that?”

And God said (under his breath), “Aw, geez...”

And God explained it to him...

Then Adam betook himself down into the valley,
across the river, over the hill, into the cave and
found the Woman.

And in about five minutes, he was back.

Then God, his patience wearing thin, sighed mightily
and said, “NOW what?!?”

And Adam said, “What’s a headache?”

 sail #  name       driver state club

238 David Ramos MD CBMYRA
326 Mark Maiese CT DPMYC
445 Da Phantom Rocco Campanelli NY LMYC
661 Chuck Luscomb CT DPMYC
833 Bucky Buchanan MD CBMYRA
888 Redd's Boat Chuck Winder MA MMYC
956 Sunburst Ernest Freeland MD CBMYRA
973 America True David Ryan CA SDYC

1084 Seabiscuit Mark Benedict CT DPMYC
1122 Mariah Dick Martin MO M3SC
1209 Uprising Tyler Cagwin NY IHMYC
1210 Starmede Doug Demerest CT DPMYC
1211 Biff Martin MA MMYC
1222 Lee Cagwin NY IHMYC
1223 Todd Cagwin NY IHMYC
1279 Sarra Tubbs MA MMYC
1287 Chuck Poindexter CT DPMYC
1298 Chile Pepper Tracy Downing CA SDYC
1300 Bad Apple Kevin McCellen CT DPMYC
1344 Bo Hank Buchanan NY
1366 Stuart Tubbs MA MMYC
1367 Star - Stripe Robert Larson CT DPMYC
1375 Dog John Downing CA SDYC
1376 More Cowbell Brett Davis MD CBMYRA
1386 Brian Jobson CT DPMYC
1409 Pyrats Doom Larry Adams CA SDYC
1411 Jean Malthaner CA SDYC
1415 Jim Godsman CT DPMYC
1418 Bill Dempsey CT DPMYC
1425 Great Pumpkin Mark O'Connell CT DPMYC
1436 Al Dion CT GHMYC
     – Charles Porth TX HMYC

2007 Nationals update
AS THIS ISSUE OF THE CRONICLE WENT TO PRESS on Septem-
ber 21, 32 of the 35 registration slots were already filled.
Boats are coming from seven states, including 12 from the
host state, five each from New York and California, and four
each from Massachusetts and Maryland. representing a total
of 11 model sailing clubs. Unless the remaining three slots
have already been filled by then, when you read this there
will still be a few days left before registration closes on Oc-
tober 1. Here is the list of entries so far:

Bowsie helper

HERE IS A NEAT IDEA that Don Eyler (#1414, Maggie Mae)
came up with. Instead of the sandpaper that the current Tun-
ing Guide suggests to help grip those slippery Spectra strings,
cut and fold a small piece of an old mousepad. Slick! 
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New Boats and Owners
 Sail
 No. Boat name Owner City State

52 Robert M. Larson Deep River C T

785 Vivace Patricia A. Stadel San Diego CA

1360 Turn Around Fred Hawthorne Columbia MO

1434 Robert Kolowich Los Altos CA

1435 Geronimo Sean Engelbrechten San Francisco CA

1436 Al Dion Noank C T

1437 Angelina Roland Ferri Egg Harbor City NJ

1438 Duck Pond Davenport Crocker, Jr. Cohasset MA

1439 Destiny Charles Walter Silver Spring MD

1440 Tiga Art Ferguson Ivoryton C T

1441 Swift Christian Flebbe Miramar FL

1442 Spot Mike McKinnon San Diego CA

1443 Tiga Barry Connell Newburyport MA

1444 Paul Zimmerman Marblehead MA

When does my subscription expire?
Look at the mailing label on the cover of this issue. Imme-
diately after your name you will see a number. That will be
the last issue in your current subscription. If it says 59, for
example, you’re good through July, 2008. If it says 57 or
58, however, it would be a good idea to renew right now,
before you forget. Your new subscription will simply be
added to the number of issues remaining in your current
one.

Have you ever wondered whether the CRonicle was over-
due, only to go back and find that the last issue you re-
ceived (quite some time ago) bore a warning that it would
be your last issue unless you renewed your subscription?
There will be bright fluorescent labels on the address page
and at the top of the first page of your last issue the next
time your subscription is due to run out. You need to re-
member to renew the very moment you see those colored
labels!

If you don’t, you will receive a reminder (but no CRonicle)
when the next issue is published. But if you don’t remem-
ber to renew then, you won’t receive another reminder.

The Editor

The CRonicle Honor Role

The following dozen Heros of the CR 914 Class con-
tributed ideas, articles, reports, photos and/or letters
for this issue.

Don Eyler .............................................. Smithburg, MD

Dick Huntington ....................................San Diego, CA
Elaine Huntington .................................San Diego, CA
Brian Jobson ..............................................Wolcott, CT

Jean Malthaner .....................................San Diego, CA

Carole Martin ..........................................Columbia, MO

Dick Martin ..............................................Columbia, MO
Dave Ramos ................................................ Arnold, MD

Julia Robinson .......................................Columbia, MO

Tucker Thompson ....................................... Arnold, MD

Tom Trabue .............................................Columbia, MO
Chuck Winder ....................................Marblehead, MA

CR 914 Class website PASSWORD
This quarter’s password is:

micron (case sensitive)

This password will expire on January 5
and will be replaced by a new password
that you will find in this location in Issue
57 of the CRonicle.

Deadlines for future CRonicles
submission  publication

issue deadline           date

57 - Winter, 2008 ......................Dec 15 ................... Jan 2

58 - Spring, 2008 ......................Mar 15 ................... Apr 1

59 - Summer, 2008 ..................June 15 ..................July 1

60 - Autumn, 2008 ................... Sept 15 ................... Oct 1

But submissions are welcome any time.  There’s no
law that says that you must wait until a deadline!

Luck is your friend. Embrace her. Nurture her.
You never know when you might need her.

The wonder is always new that any sane man can
be a sailor.

– Ralph Waldo Emerson

If you cannot win, make the one ahead of you break
the record.

– Jan McKeithen

Aphorisms

and two more... Winder One-ders

Protons have mass? I didn’t even know they were
Catholic.

I used to be indecisive. Now, I’m not sure.
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Name
Address
City         State     Zip    Country
Telephone Email
Current AMYA membership number      Club affiliation (if any)

Send completed form to
AMYA Membership Secretary

Michelle Dannenhoffer
558 Oxford Avenue

Melbourne, FL 32935
888-237-9524 (toll free)

office@amya.org

AMERICAN MODEL YACHTING ASSOCIATION
Application for membership     Check one: New___ Renewal____

Check one: Adult-$25___  Family-$27.50___  Junior-$12.50___
Add $10 for postage in Canada and $15 for other countries. Add $10 for first class mail delivery in U.S.

Enclose check or money order payable to AMYA, or check one: Mastercard__  VISA__

card number__________________________   expiration date________ signature____________________________________

List all model sailboats you own:

class sail number

         CR 914 _______
______________ _______
______________ _______

Name Sail number(s)

Address

City, State, Zip

Email   Evening phone number (        )        -

AMYA Number (if you are a member of the American Model Yachting Association)

Sailing club affiliation (if any) Boat name:

Mail check with this form
to: CR 914 Class Secretary

   1206 Castle Bay Place
 Columbia, MO 65203

RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION to CR 914 COMMUNICATIONS
It’s quick and easy to do:

1. Check your name and address on the mailing label on the reverse side of this form.
2. If the information there is correct, all you need to fill in below is your current email address (they change often)

and anything else that is new or has changed since the last time you subscribed.
3. Write a check for $10 (18 months, 6 issues of the CRonicle) or $20 (13 issues) payable to R. H. Martin/AMYA.
4. Cut out this form. (If you prefer to make a copy of it be sure to copy both sides!)
5. Stick this form and your check in an envelope and mail to the address shown at the bottom of this form.

Questions?
Contact Dick Martin
rhm@ussailing.net

(573) 256-7213

Make check
payable to:

R H Martin/AMYA

Want to register
 another CR 914?

Download a registration form at
www.cr914class.org/pdfs/

registration_form.pdf
56

cut here&
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CR 914 Class
1206 Castle Bay Place
Columbia, MO 65203

CRonicle Issue 56the
      announcing the new CR 914 Cup Autumn, 2007


